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Town & Gown
Band spreads
patriotic spirit
Saturday night
Special to the Ledger
Murray State University's
beautiful and historic Lovett
Auditorium will ring with the
sound of patriotic songs, marches, and classic Americana on
Saturday, July 4,2015 at 8 p.m.
The Murray State University
Town & Gown Community
Band under the direction of Dr.
Todd E. Hill will be performing
as part of this year's Freedom
Fest. This year, the band, which
has 90 members, will be joined
for three selections by members
of the Town & Gown
Community Chorus,directed by
Dr. Bradley Almquist. The concert is free and open to the public.
Dr. Hill is the Director of Jazz
Studies at MSU, where he also
serves as Special Assistant to
the Dean of Humanities and
Fine Arts. Well-known Murray
radio personality Pete Lancaster
will serve as announcer for the
one-hour concert. The band is
made up of regional adults, college students and high school
students 15 years of age and up
who have made an All-District
or All-State Band.
The program will open with
"The Star-Spangled Banner"
and will include such wellloved marches as "Americans
We" and "America Exultant" by
Henry Fillmore, and the official
National March,"The Stars and
Stripes Forever- by John Philip
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For we were all baptized
by one Spirit into one body
— whether Jews or Greeks,
slave or free — and we were
all given the one Spirit to
drink.
1 Corinthians 12:13
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WKM seeks help for programs
By KELSEY RANDOLPH
Staff Writer

Crook, who worked on her own time
to start the program said there is a need
for many things in order for the program
Since the start-up of the West to survive. Male volunteers, donations
Kentucky Mentoring program in 2011, and long-time committed mentors are
things have seemingly going on a great what Crook said is pertinent, but any
track, but Executive Director Suzy help is always welcome.
Crook still often expresses the organizaMurray
High
School
senior
tion's need for fundraising.
Des'Jahvonni Miles knows exactly what
Formerly the Big Brother and Big Crook means when she conveyed the
Sisters of America program, the WKYM program's importance. Miles was a
program began in lieu of the forced mentee himself under the BBBS proremoval of the previous outlet.
gram.

After moving here
during the wake of
Hurricane
Katrina,
Miles said he loved
Murray and made lasting friends. He was
matched with what
Crook describes as a
"community adult."
Now that he's 17, crook
Miles said he doesn't
talk to his mentor, but he knows he's
always keeping up with him and feels

111 See Page 2

CASA endowment
adds extra security
for future endeavors
By HAWKINS 'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
With the help of the Murray Calloway
County Community Foundation, CASA
(Court Appointed Special Advocates) by
the Lakes has started a new endowment.
Lindsey Harlan, executive director of
CASA by the Lakes, said the CASA
board decided a couple of years ago to
partner with MCCCF to create an endowment in order to secure the organization's
financial future.
"This does not negate any current
fundraising we are doing,- Harlan said.
"We just wanted to have something in
place so that we knew in the future that
our organization could survive should
there be an issue or if we need money for
special projects."
Harlan said the CASA board members
had worked very hard to reach the
$10,000 goal to start the endowment. She
said there were also some matches
included by MCCCF as well. This included the first $2500 raised, which the foundation matched. The board raised the rest,
she said.
Harlan said that one of the CASA board
members, Dick Weaver, is very passionate about financial security, so he encouraged the board to start the endowment.
Weaver is also on the foundation's board.
"Since then, they (the board) have kind
of doubled our fundraising efforts."

ANNIVERSARY
SURPRISE
Photos provided

Ronnie and Donna Jackson
were married June 6, 1965,
and drove the 1964 Ford
Galaxie 500 2-door Hardtop
(Fastback) pictured above
and below on their honeymow. The car was purchased new in May 1964 by
Donna's father, Marvin
Lassiter, and on the day of
the Jacksons' 50th anniversary celebration on June 7,
2015, their son Mitch surprised them with the fully
restored car. The Jacksons
are pictured at top leaving
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church in the car.
For more on this story, see
page 5A.

II See Page 3

CCSO joins MSU police
in adopting RAIDS Online
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Calloway countians wishing to see
exactly how much criminal activity
is happening in their neighborhoods
now have that at their fingertips.
Calloway County Sheriff Sam
Steger said Thursday that a new program — RAIDS Online — was
launched in earnest this week after
several weeks of the program being
perfected. Steger has a strong advocate in the program in Roy
Dunaway, interim chief of the
Murray State University Police
Department, who has been using the
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program since 2013.
"We knew we wanted it as soon as
we saw it,- Dunaway said Monday,
observing that RAIDS Online has
proven to be a valuable tool for the
university community, including
parents of students who are from
outside of the United States. "That's
a neat thing about this. Parents from
all over the world can be on here and
see what crime is happening on,
pretty much, a daily basis, and
we've solved crimes using the information we're seeing here.

III See Page 12
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By KELSEY RANDOLPH
Staff Writer
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GSP students get
chance to examine
C-Span bus up close
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

A computer screen shows results for a search of
thefts, alcohol violations and assaults through the
RAIDS Online program.

Students from all over
Kentucky have arrived for the
Governor's Scholar's Program,
and for the second year in a
row, students got the chance to
experience the C-SPAN bus.
Equipped with touch screens,
laptops and TV screens, the bus
serves as an educational outlet
for the students about government and politics.
After working for the
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that he could call him any time for any thing.
According to Crook, it's relationships
like Miles' that show the community
what a success the program is and can
be. At the time of the end of BBBS,there
were 107 matches. Crook's goal is to get
to 50 with the WKYM program, but
feels confident that once that goal is
reached, the bar can be raised to 100
with no fear.
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WEATHER
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Daly F-orecast
The Nadonal Weather Service
Tuesday: A 20 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms after 1pm. Mostly
sunny, with a high near 87.
Light southwest wind becoming west 5 to 10 mph in the
morning.
Tuesday Night: A 20 percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Partly cloudy,
with a low around 70. South
southwest wind 3 to 6 mph.
Wednesday: Showers and
thunderstorms likely. Mostly
cloudy, with a high near 81.
Southwest wind 6 to 8 mph.
Chance of precipitation is
70%.
Night:
Wednesday
:Showers and thunderstorms.
Low around 70. South southwest wind around 7 mph.
Chance of precipitation is
80%.
Thursday: Showers and
thunderstorms likely. Mostly
cloudy, with a high near 81.
South southwest wind 6 to 9
mph. Chance of precipitation
is 70%.

Thursday Night: A 50 perCent chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 68. West wind
around 5 mph.
Friday: Showers and thunderstorms likely. Mostly cloudy,
with a high near 81. West southwest wind 5 to 8 mph.
Friday Night: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a low around
69. West southwest wind 3 to 8

From Front
WKYM requires that eligible
mentors are 18 years old and
must have a sit-down interview
with Crook,as well as agree to a
background check.
Crook said it's with confidence
that her mentors are all people
who make a commitment.
"You can't be a mentor and
stick with it unless you have that
heart to accomplish some volunteer hours for class. You have to
have commitment," Crook said.
WKYM sets a shoe-string goal
of $35,000 every year but Crook
says in order to be comfortable
they reach for a $50,000 goal.
This year they did not reach their
goal and are looking for monetary donations to help the
process. There are three things
Crook asks of people. First, to
donate money, second, to be a
mentor. Crook says even a 16year-old has the capability to be
a mentor as long as there is also
a supervisor. The third thing
Crook asks of people is to volunteer. Just because you can't make
a commitment to be a mentor
doesn't mean you can't be a
helping hand for an event, in the
office or when needed.
Along with those three things.
Crook reminds people that
monthly supplies are also a good
donation — things like paper
towels, office supplies and packaged snacks for the kids. Also,
Crook says anyone who can provide an outing or event can help
with venue and rental pay of
excursions for the mentors and
mentees.
"You want people to do this —
it benefits not just the mentor but
the mentee too," Miles said.
"You (mentors) help the mentee
about the better things they can

mph.
A
Day:
independence
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly sunny, with a high
near 84. West southwest wind 5
to 9 mph.
Saturday Night: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a low around
69. South southwest wind
around 7 mph.
Sunday: A chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Mostly
cloudy, with a high near 86.
Southwest wind 6 to 10 mph.
Sunday Night: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a-low around
70. South southwest wind
around 7 mph.
Monday: A chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly
sunny, with a high near 8.8. West
southwest wind 8 to 10 mph.
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EN MENTORING
MATTERS•••

Photos provided
Kentucky
Mentoring
Western
the
A mentor and his mentee celebrating their relationship of
program at their downtown location at 203 Ash St.
do in life showing them the right
directions. Mentors, you can
benefit even if you want to have
kids, the things you can learn
from them."
Miles,though busy with sports,
playing football, running track
and field, basketball and baseball, he knows his mentor is
always supporting him and indicates that he will participate in a
program that WKYM does with
high school seniors and elementary students.
Seniors are matched with a students and are able to take an hour
and her mentee celebrating their relationship of the
out of their school day to go to A mentor
Mentoring program at their downtown locathe elementary school and help Western Kentucky
St.
Ash
203
at
with school work, play on the tion
playground or eat lunch with
years. The program's platform is Boy Scout.
them. Miles said he's most defi"It's about relationships. About
match two people together
to
nitely going to try to support his
about people, working
caring
hour
one
least
at
who can spend
roots at WKYM and participate.
do any- through rough times but enjoying
and
week
per
together
"For most of these kids — we
thing from studying, playing a whole lot of fun times seeing
want to keep them matched until
cards, seeing a movie or going to people progress and grow,"
they graduate from high school.
Crook said. "We give them
an event.
Years ago, we just want them to
Recently, the WKYM program opportunities to be successful
graduate," Crook said. "I've
a grant from the Boy and make those good decisions
received
raised the -bar, I say NO we
America where the and academically."
of
Scouts
expect them to graduate and then
For more information on donathe mentees work
helps
mentor
I want to see them go on to high
Crook tions, fundraising or volunteerand
badges,
their
towards
education. I'm convinced if they
said that without the grant, some ing, contact Suzy Crook at 270work hard they can accomplish
people might not be able to oth- 761-5744 or 270-293-2114 or
much in their lives."
have the opportunity to email at wkym@murray-kyriet.
erwise
Crook has been working on the
in things like being a IN
participate
WKYM program for almost 10

•Town & Gown...
From Front
Sousa. Additional selections
will include the "Armed
Services Medley," in recognition of all our veterans, "The
Civil War Suite" by Harold
Walters, "Precious Lord, Take
My Hand," arranged by Robert
W. Smith, and "The Light
Eternal" by James Swearingen,
based upon the National Hymn,
"God of Our Fathers."
Gown
&
Town
The
Community Chorus will join the
band for "God Bless America,"
"A Salute to George M.Cohan."
and "The Battle Hymn of the

Contact Us Today/
Murray
630 North 12th Street • 270-759-4852
Cadiz•270-522-6066

Hopkinsville •270-885-3211

bankofcadiz.com
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Republic," an MSU tradition for
more than 50 years.
"There is something here for
everyone to enjoy!" Hill said.
"Come out for the concert and
stay around for the fireworks
display at 9:30. We will end the
concert in plenty of time to get
everyone out in the quad or
down to the stadium for the
excitement following the program!"
Mark Welch serves as
Coordinator of the Town &
Gown Partnership and is the
of
Community
Director
Relations and Alumni Affairs at
MSU.
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Lawson receives
appointment for
service on state
ag finance group
Special to the Ledger
A Murray representative
received an appointment from
Kentucky Gov. Steve Beshear
Friday to the Kentucky
Finance
Agricultural
Corporation Board of Directors.
Doug Lawson is currently the
director of Service Operations
at Hutson Inc., based in Murray,
and was formerly marketing
president for Heritage Bank in
Murray. The governor's office
said in a release that Lawson
will represent commercial lending officers on the board.
Lawson will serve for a term
expiring June 26,2019.
According to the governor's
Kentucky
the
office,
Finance
Agricultural
Corporation (KAFC) was created by statute in 1984. In 2002,
the Kentucky Agricultural
Development Board, as part of
the Long-term Plan for
Agriculture Development, recommended that KAFC be
restructured to provide capital
access for agricultural diversification and infrastructure projects. In keeping with that priority, KAFC was awarded
Development
Agricultural
Funds in July 2003 to accomplish its mission.
During the 2004 General
Session Senate Bill (SB) 146
was approved, moving the
administration of KAFC to the
of
Office
Governor's
legisAgricultural Policy. This
lation also moved the administration of the Linked Deposit
Investment Program into the
K AFC. III
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•C-SPAN bus in Murray...
From Front
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Board members with CASA by the Lakes and the Murray-Calloway County Community
Foundation are pictured in front of the CASA headquarters. Pictured, from left, are Dallas Jo
Young with CASA, Jordon Rudesill with CASA, Kelcy Navrkal with CASA, CASA Executive
Director Lindsey Harlan, Robert Ham with CASA, Jessica Flinn with CASA, Tab Brockman
with MCCCF, Dick Weaver with both agencies, Brian Overbey with MCCCF and Linda Scott
with CASA.

•CASA, endowment...
From Front
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Harlan said."Because not only were we fundraising for our typical needs, we were also fundraising in order to reach this (endowment) goal. So
it's very exciting that the board did reach the goal
in such a short amount of time."
"This is the difference between the short term
and the long range aspects of funding any organization," Weaver said."And when you look at what
other communities have been able to do over the
long-term, then you say it's absolutely a no-brainer. It's not the same money that is given on a daily
basis to do the operations. It's somebody who has
the thought process to say we want to talk about
the long-range aspect of it, and that's basically the
combination of the two. So we wanted to make
sure that we brought CASA into that category to
begin with, and this will get them up another
$10,000, which means they will be able to draw
interest on an annual basis."
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Book to Movie Club - 12:00
The Mirror Crock'd From Side to Side
by Agatha Christie
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Uncoln Movie Event - 1:30 p.m.

Bock by David Bell

II a Mockingbird Film Event
0 p.m. - Harper Lee's Pulitzer Prize-winning autoty
°graphical novel was translated to film in 1962 by Horton
Foote and the producer/director team of Robert Mulligan
and Alan J. Pakula. The film starred Gregory Peck. May Bad
ham, Phillip Alford, John Megna, Frank Overton and Rosemary Murphy. This movie is not rated and has a running
time& 129 minute Free Showing

JULY 8
Preschool Art Workshop -9 a.m.-10 a.m.
Ages 3,4 & 5 accompanied by an adult. Instructor:
Pam Paps. Registration is required.To register call:
CCPL at 270-753-2288.

2397 State Route 94 E • Murray, KY 42071 •270-753-4050

It's a Farmer's Market Every Day at
Beans to Blossomsi
Naturally Grown Local
Vegetables Available All Week!
Heirloom Tomatoes
Green Beans
Squash • Zucchini
Cucumbers • Peppers
Onions • Swiss Chard

II

Ages 12-16. Ins' .ictor: Debi Henry Da 'son.
Two-part worksbop,free of charge.
anon is
required.To register call: CCPL at 270-7
288.
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FREE DELIVERY IN THE MURRAY AREA
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used in school events at high
schools and colleges.
C-SPAN is a non-partisan outlet for students and the general
public to find unbiased information about government and politics.
The journalism classes were
the first classes to see the bus at
MSU and will spend the next
days
traveling
through
Kentucky to visit other GSP
campuses.•

Breavement Gifts • Flower Bouquets • Wedding • Special Occasions

rkshop

Students just c• •
Pam Paps. Registration is
LCPL at 270-75 7288

Civil War Film Series -630 p

students know what C-SAPAN
is in a nutshell, and also how
they can use it in school or if
they are interested in politics
with an election coming up.
These students will be the group
eligible to vote, and we want CSPAN to be a resource," said
Marketing Director Sara Zou.
C-SPAN is driven by Time
Warner Cable and helps provide
the funding for projects and
events like the bus. The bus is

www.beanstoblossoms.com • Follow us on Facebook
Take 94 East, 1 1/2 miles on right.

MULE OF EVENTS

Elementarj
10:30

finding Nemo
running time of 101 minutes)
Children under IS
accompanied by ar
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KELSEY RANDOLPH / Ledger &'Times

Governors Scholar Program participants tour the C-SPAN
bus during their first day of classes, Monday. Students are
able to learn about the non-partisan views of government and
politics on the C-SPAN bus with equipped technology from
touch screen TV's to laptops and learning boards.

pme see us for all your Holist Needs!

Please support the
United Way of
Murray-Calloway County

Kid's Movio

i

Harlan said that as the board planned for the
endowment, it looked at the agency's strategic
plan and strengths and weaknesses. She said the
goal was met so quickly because the board felt so
strongly about the endowment.
"I am very pleased that it's there," Harlan said.
"It's one of those things that we hope to not touch
for quite some time and let it grow for us so it will
be there if and when we need it. Of course, we will
still be doing our ongoing fundraising efforts, but
that's just kind of in the background and allowing
our agency to continue the work without the stress
of the 'what ifs."
CASA does three major fundraisers during the
year, with the next one being the Murray Mom
Expo next month. The Chili Challenge will be in
the fall, and the annual Friends of CASA banquet
took place in April. II

Governor's Scholar's Program
for 13 years at Centre College,
John Kinkade, GSP director for
the Murray campus, began his
summers at Murray.
GSP is a five-week program
for rising high school seniors to
participate, if chosen through an
application
and
selection
process, to further their interests
and knowledge on an accelerated level. The program, which
originated in 1983 when the
Commonwealth wanted to keep
Kentucky students in Kentucky.
According to Kinkade, last
year, Hope Wigginton a former
GSP student and C-SPAN
intern, wanted to bring the information she thought was pertinent for young adults to know,
to a program like GSP.
The C-SPAN bus serves three
schools in the state that host the
GSP. For 2015, which is the last
year in a three-year contract,
MSU, Bellarmine University
and Morehead State University
are the three participating
schools.
"This is educational and let

The film is rated PG-13 with a running time of 149
minutes. Free Showing

JULY 13
Summer Reading Day
Center for Puppetry Arts Presents De La Som bra A
La Luz:(inc Historic de Cenicienta(From Shadows to
Light:a Cinderfla Story) Registration is required.

JULY 14
Puppet Making Workshop - 9-10 a.m.
Students just completing grades 3 4 & S.'From Page
to Stage, this workshop svill include the building of
simple and effective shadow puppets and brining
them to life in fairy tales. Workshop is free of charge.
Flegistratton is required. To register call CCPt at 270753-2288.

TeenfTween Puppet Making Workshop
10:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m.
Ages 12-16. -Puppetry as a Theatre Art -This work-

JULY 22
Kindergarten, Here I Come!Story Time
Event- 10 a.m.-11 a.m.

shop will be a hands-on introduction to puppetry.
Registration is required.To register call: CCPL at
270-753-2288.

Registration is required.To register call CCPL at 270753-2288.

Chautauqua Program - Emilie Todd Helm:
Rebel in the White House, 1836-1930
6:30 p.m.
April 1865:the Month that Saved America by Jay Winik

Kid's Movie Afternoon - 1 p.m.
The Boxtrolls (Rated PG with a running time of 100minutes)
Children under 15 must be accompanied by an
adult. Free of Charge. Popcorn & soda provided.

JULY 26

JULY 15

Sunday Reads Book Club - 3 p.m.-4 p.m.

Preschool Art Workshop - 9 a.m.-10 a.rn.

Broken Harbor by Tana French

Ages 3,4 &5 accompanied by an adult. Instructor:
Pam Paps. Registration is required.To register call:
CCPL at 270-753-2288.

JULY 28
Adult & Teen Summer Reading Grand
Prize Drawings -4 p.m.

Older Elementary Art Workshop
10:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m.

Butch Rice Concert - 6:30 p.m.
For more information contact Sandy Linn at 270753-2288.

Students just completing 3,4 & 5. Instructor: Pam
Paps. Registration is required.To register call: CCPL
at 270-753-2288.

JULY 29
d's Movie Afternoon - 1 p.m.

Adult Water Color for Beginners Workshop -1 p.m.-230 p.m.

Hercules (Rated G with a running time of 93 minutes)
Children under 15 must be accompanied by an
adult. Free of Charge. Popcorn & soda provided.

Instructor: Chns Fitzer. Registration is required.To
register call CCPL at 270-753-2288.

JULY 19

AUGUST 1

Fort Donelson Community Discussion
Group - 3 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
Mrs. Robert E. Lee: The Lacty ofArlington by John Perry

Fort Donelson Community Discussion
Group's Motor Coach Trip to Uncoln's
Birthplace.

JULY 20

For more information contact Sandy Linn at 270
753-2288.

Brookdale Book Worms Book Club
10 a.m.-11 a.m.@ Brookdak
This lime Together by Carol Burnett

ReadMart Events
12:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5 p.m.& 7 p.m.
Details will be announced during Summe Read'
Programs.

1111":1
•

JULY 21
Colonial Kids Days Programs
10 a.m., 11:30 a.m., 2 p.m.& 3:30 p.m.
Children K-6th grade Presented by the Captain Wendell
Oury Otopter,DAR

4
4
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Defining freedom
true meaning of 7'Jsvaw-Independence Day
This July 4th, we will celebrate the 239nd birthday of
our great nation, when our
forefathers unveiled the document that would help form the
foundation of our United States,
the Declaration of Independence.
The Declaration of Independence was an answer from
our forefathers to the tyranny
of the British in which they
wrote that "....all men are created equal, that they are
endowed by their Creator with
certain unalienable Rights, that
among these are Life. Liberty
and the pursuit of Happiness."
It was also a declaration of
war in many regards, since our
founders took up arms to fight
oppression and taxation without representation.
In thinking about the Declaration of Independence as our
foundation and what it stands
for, it raises the question about
what defines freedom. If you
look in a Merriam-Webster dictionary, freedom is defined as
many things related to "the
quality or state of being free,"
whether it is the freedom to
speak, or liberation from slavery or restraint from the power
of another.
While our country has experienced great turmoil outside
its borders, fighting to free
others from tyrannical leaders
seeking to dominate or destroy
whole peoples and races, to
inside our borders the struggle to make sure we all enjoy
the same freedoms initially
bestowed upon us on July 4,
1776. We haven't forgotten that
basic definition of freedom.
That freedom isn't without

a
price.
The lives
of men and
women
lost in the
fight
to
keep that
basic definition in
our country and in
others
Legislative
around the
Update
world. By Rep Kenny
Those
Imes
same freeR-Murray
doms
sometimes
created divisions based on how
we as a nation accomplish the
goals of life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness. But in
the end it is the mere definition of freedom and our common goal as a nation that helps
our country move on together
in good times and bad. A good
example is during the attacks
of Sept. 11, 2001, when our
leaders in Congress set aside
their political and ideological
differences and gathered on the
steps of the U.S. Capitol to
show that we as a nation were
united in the face of a threat
to our freedom and the freedom of others.
As we gather with family
and friends to celebrate the
4th of July, let's also remember the strife our nation has
gone through to keep the definition of freedom whole and
as an example to the rest of
the world. It is the word freedom and what it means that
is the true meaning of Independence Day.

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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42071, faxed to (270) 753-1927, or e-mailed to editor@ murrayledger.corn.
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'These truths to be self-evident'
What does the Declaration of Independence mean today?
Editor's note: A version of
this column was originally
printed in 2007.
July 4 is rapidly approaching, when we will observe the
239th anniversary of the signing of the Declaration of Independence in Philadelphia July
4, 1776. July 4 is and rightfully should be our nation's
premier national holiday. It is
a time of parades, picnics, and
fireworks, but it should be
more than that. It should also
be a time when we reflect on
the principles upon which our
nation was founded. I wonder
how many Americans living
today have actually read the
Declaration of Independence
from beginning to end. Not
very many. I suspect, and
among those who have, it likely has been a long time. It is
one of the most important,
most famous, and most influential documents in all history, it is not long, it is easily
accessible, and it's a good read.
I recommend it to you.
When you read the Declaration of Independence, you will
notice it divides itself into four
parts. The first paragraph forms
the introduction and explains
its purpose, and the second presents the theological and philosophical foundations of independence. Following the second paragraph comes a list of
29 grievances against the British
government the sum and substance of which is that it has
become a tyrant "unfit to be
the ruler of a free people.”
And, the concluding paragraph
actually declares independence
with the words "...these United Colonies are, and of Right
ought to be Free and Independent States; that they are
Absolved from all Allegiance
to the British Crown. and that
all political connection between
them and the State of Great
Britain. is and ought to be
totally dissolved...Our patriot forefathers were
engaging in very serious business when they wrote and
signed that document. They
knew the British would not
give up their American colonies
without a fight, and they also
knew that failure would likely result in their deaths. They
were, however, willing to join
Patrick Henry and say, "Give
me liberty or give me death."
The Declaration of Independence was several things,
one of which was what we today
would call a public relations
document or press release
designed to win the support
not only of the American people but also of people around

the world. Our forefathers wanted not only to tell the world
what they were doing but why
they were doing it; they wanted to explain why what they
were doing was justified. To
do the latter, they made the
second paragraph a statement
of religious faith.
When the authors of the Declaration said they held "these
truths to be self-evident." they
were stating that what they
were about to say need not
be proven as scientific fact.
They knew, as do we, that all
people are not totally equal in
a strict, scientific sense. What
they were ,stating, then, is that
they believed what they were
about to say was true (fact)
in a moral sense and that, as
far as they were concerned,
its truth needed no proof —
that is. it was self-evident. The
truth they believed was that
all people are created by God
in His image and that, as a
result, all people share an equal
and inherent worth that sets
them apart from other living
things. This is, purely and simply, a statement of religious
faith, and back in 1776, that
meant something.
Stemming from their divine
creation and special status, people possess certain "unalienable" rights which may not
rightfully be taken away, and
"among these are life, liberty
and the pursuit of Happiness."
This clearly says there are
other rights, not listed there,
and in the same paragraph the
authors later add a fourth, the
right to rebel against a despotic government. It is interesting to note that this right is
then elevated to a duty.
They continue that governments exist to preserve and
protect these rights, "deriving
their just powers from the consent of the governed." Notice
the adjective "just" here; governments derive only their just
powers, not all their powers,
from the consent of those governed. This requires belief or
faith in a standard of right
and wrong.
Let us return to the idea
that people have a right and
a duty to resist tyranny. What
our patriot forefathers said is
that people have this right and
duty when they themselves are
victims of tyranny, but when
people themselves are not victims of tyranny do they have
the right and the duty to free
or help to free others who are?
Does this depend on whether
the victims are aware of and
are dissatisfied with their condition? Does this depend on
the extent or the barbaritT of

the tyranny? Does
this
depend on
who the
tyrants and
victims
are? Thus,
the Declaration of
Independence raises interestDr. Winfield
ing quesRose
tions that
Guest Columnist
go beyond
1776.
When many of these same
patriot forefathers added the Bill
of Rights to the Constitution
in 1791 they reverted to the
Lockean trio of natural rights,
that is, life, liberty, and property, in the Fifth Amendment.
To them property and pursuit
of happiness were basically the
same thing, that is, one could
not pursue happiness without
property. Another question arises here, however, and that
question is are these (and other)
natural rights equal among
themselves or are they ranked?
In other words, is one's right
to life superior to one's right
to liberty, and is one's right
to liberty greater than one's right
to property or the pursuit of
happiness?
With the adoption of the
Constitution in 1789 our
nation's attention shifted, for
a time, away from the Declaration of Independence to the
interpretation and implementation of the Constitution itself.
This is understandable, but as
the slavery issue became more
and more controversial there
were those who used arguments from the Declaration of
Independence to justify slavery, secession, and southern
independence. They said slaves
were property and that they
had a natural right to such
property.
Moreover, if the national
government
attempted
to
deprive them of that alleged
right, they then had the natural right and duty to resist. Abraham Lincoln disagreed with
this interpretation of the Declaration of Independence and
clarified a point our patriot forefathers had taken for granted
as another self-evident truth,
that is, that the right to rebel
existed only to advance a high
moral purpose, not to advance
an immoral purpose.
This principle goes back to
Luther and the Reformation.
Thus, whereas the colonists did
indeed have the right to secede
from the British Empire in
1776, southerners did not have

the right to secede from the
United States in 1861. History has affirmed the rightness
of Lincoln's position, meaning, among other things, that
natural rights are not equal but
ranked — that is, the right to
liberty trumps the right to property and, by extension, the
right to life trumps the right
to liberty.
While Lincoln preserved our
nation and its founding principles in the 19th century, it
is highly ironic that those principles were undermined in that
century and since by the work
of a man born on exactly the
same day as Lincoln. Feb. 12,
1809. That man was Charles
Darwin. Evolution teaches that
man was not created by God
but that he evolved over a
long period of time from lower
life forms. Thus, if man were
not created by God he therefore cannot be "endowed by
his Creator with certain unalienable rights." And, if man is
not endowed with such rights
by his Creator, it does not
make sense to say that governments are instituted to secure
them.
Thus, another question the
Declaration of Independence
raises today is whether it is
anything more than an obsolete, curious, invalid anachronism which deserves little more
than a condescending smile
from the enlightened who really know better. In other words,
is it, in essence, a hoax? A
benign hoax, perhaps, but a
hoax nevertheless?
To borrow a phrase from
Patrick Henry,"I know not what
course others may take but as
for me,- it most definitely is
not a hoax, benign or otherwise. It was, it is, and it shall
always remain a political statement based on religious faith
all of whose principles are
true, profound and eternal.
Human beings are created by
God in His image, and they
are endowed by Him with certain unalienable rights. Governments are instituted to secure
these rights, and they derive
their just powers from the consent of the governed. In the
immortal words of Martin
Luther, "Here I stand, I can
do no other."
How about you? What does
the Declaration of Independence
mean to you?
Dr. Winfield Rose has been
a professor of political science
at Murray State University since
1984 and has been on the faculty there since/979.
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Robert A."Bob" Baldwin,73,of New Concord.
Kentucky, went to be with the Lord on Friday,
June 26, 2015.
He was born Feb. 27, 1942, in St. Louis,
Missouri,to Mervin "Mike" Baldwin and Blanch
*
Smith Baldwin.
.010I
He was a retired, self-employed construction
worker. He was a U.S. Marine Corp Master
Sergeant while serving 11 years during the
Vietnam Era. He was the recipient of the Purple
Heart, a member of the DAV, VFW and the
Baldwin
AM VETS. He was of Lutheran faith.
He was preceded in death by his parents; a
grandson, Cameron Jones and a brother-in-law,
Ferd Vogt.
Mr. Baldwin is survived by his wife, Betty
Davidson Baldwin of New Concord, whom he
married on Feb. 14, 1969 in Bellville, Illinois; a
daughter, Rachelle Jones and husband Allen of Murray; a son,
Ronnie Baldwin of New Concord; two sisters, Faith "Jackie" Vogt
of Edwardsville, Illinois, and Annette Thompson and husband Joe
of Troy, Illinois; five grandchildren. Robbie Jones, Kim Jones,
Tyler Jones, Matthew Jones and Kaylie Baldwin and two brothersin-law, Jerry Davidson of Murray and Ronnie Davidson of Granite
City,Illinois.
Funeral services will be Wednesday,July I,2015,at II a.m. at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Burial will follow in the Palestine
United Methodist Church Cemetery. Visitation will be from 4-8
p.m., Tuesday,June 30.2015,at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Carole Ann Lutzke Fischer

Carole Ann Lutzke Fischer,64,our beloved wife
and mother, was called home to be with her Lord
on Saturday. June 27, 2015, surrounded by her
loved ones.
She was born Dec. 25, 1951, in Manitowoc.
Wisconsin, to John and JoCeal Swift Lutzke.
She was baptized and confirmed at St. Boniface
Catholic Church, Manitowoc. She was a graduate
of Lincoln High School Class of 1970. She married David Fischer on Dec. 18, 1971,at Inunanuel
Ev. Luthern Church, Manitowoc. In the early'
Fischer
years of her marriage, she worked as a nursing
assistant for many years. Once her children were
born,she stayed at home with them until her youngest started school
and she then worked as a receptionist for the Herald Times Reporter
until her health declined and she retired.
Carole was strong in her faith to the Lord and loved her yearly
trips with_her family to Kentucky for the Swift family reunions. She
enjoyed cooking, gardening, animals, nature, going on road trips,
listening to the radio, visiting her friends and she especially loved
her children, grandsons and twin granddaughters. She was heavily
involved in her grandchildren's lives and she enjoyed caring for
them but especially loved singing songs,reading lots of story books.
going on outings and laughing with them.
She was preceded in death by her parents and a sister, Laurie.
Mrs. Fischer is survived by her husband, David, of Manitowoc;
her children, Kevin Fisher and wife Brooke of Two Rivers,
Wisconsin; Keriann Fischer and fiance Michael Niemojuski of
Manitowoc and Kendra Fischer of Manitowoc and her fiance Scott
Engel of New Holstein and Scott Wilson of Tennessee; and her four
special grandchildren, Alex and Blake Fischer and Aleighna and
Azalea Fischer and her special pets,"Peanut" and "Frannie." She is
also survived by her brother and sisters, David Lutzke of Reedsville,
William 'Bill' 011in West
Wisconsin; Diane Cierlo and husband Joe of Milwaukee,Wisconsin
William "Bill" 011in West, 95, of Paducah, and Lynn Lutzke of Manitowoc; and many relatives and close
Kentucky, died at 7:20 p.m., Thursday. June 25, friends.
2015,at Superior Care Home.
Funeral services will be at 6 p.m., Friday, July 3, 2015, at the
He was born Feb. 3, 1920, in, Puryear, Pfeffer Funeral Home,Manitowoc.Cremation will take place at AllTennessee, to William Oakley West and Frances Care Cremation Center, Manitowoc,at a later date. Visitation will be
Louella Kimbro West. He was a retired chief from 5-6 p.m., Friday, July 3,2015,at the funeral home.
maintenance engineer with Baptist Health,
In lieu of flowers, a memorial fund has been established in
Paducah.
Carole's name.
He served his country during World War II in
Online condolences may be left at www.pfefferfuneralhome.com.
the U.S. Army as a Master Sergeant. As a man of
The Pfeffer Funeral Home and All-Care Cremation Center,
high integrity and having a strong work ethic, Manitowoc,is in charge of arrangements.
West
church and family were very important to him. He
served for many years as an exemplary elder with Bella Mae Wilson
the Lone Oak Church of Christ. He will be lovingRella Mae Wilson, 75, of Murray, Kentucky,
ly remembered as a dedicated husband, grandfadied Monday,June 29,2015,at her home.
ther and great-grandfather. As a man who enjoyed
She was born March 2, 1940, in West Liberty,
life. Bill was often heard, "whistling while he
Kentucky,to Isom and Anna Helton.
, . walked."
.
She was retired from Mattel and was of Baptist
He was preceded in death by his
hisfirst wf61 years,
faith.
Irene Seymour West; and brothers, John Harvey West and Henry
In Addition to her parents, she was preceded in
Key West.
death by her husband, Marion Wilson; three sons,
Mr. West is survived by his wife, Sylvia Thomason West of
Michael Cheek, Richard Cheek and Gregory
Paducah; daughters, Janice West Crosno and husband Bob of
Scott; four brothers, Harold Helton, Bill Helton,
Paducah; Linda West Smith and husband Dr. Rod Smith of
Frank Helton and Jesse Thomas Helton; and two
Wilson
Richmond, Virginia; Sue Anne West Robinson and husband Randy
sisters, Nell Randall and Pat Purcell.
of Paducah and stepdaughter, Margaret Green Moss of Greenbrier,
Mrs. Wilson is survived by her son, Stephen
Tennessee; a stepson. Charles Green and wife Peggy of Puryear; a Scott of Murray; two daughters, Sherry Brawn of Murray and Lesa
sister-in-law, Carol West of Murray; grandchildren, Janschelle Reed and husband Richard of Salem, Kentucky; three brothers,
Barnes, James Barnes, Alicia Goode, Ellen Mooneyham, Nathan Wendell Helton of Dayton, Ohio; Phillip Helton and wife Gaye of
Smith, Stephanie Kraft, Karen Goggans and John Robinson and West Liberty, Kentucky; and Guy Helton of Georgetown,Kentucky;
great-grandchildren, Christopher Goode, Calvin Goode, !alien seven grandchildren, Jackie Scott, Tara McClure, Steven Scott,
Mooneyham,Analeigh Mooneyham,James Mooneyham,Elizabeth Anna Mae Scott, Brittany Cheek,Amber Landis and Tamare Brown;
Barnes and Nathan Barnes.
11 great-grandchildren, Kay Leigh Pugh, Shawn Pugh, Addison
Funeral services will be at II a.m., Tuesday. June 30, 2015, at McClure, Braelyn Pugh, Ta'kia Pugh, Peyton Valentine, Samuel
Lone Oak Church of Christ with Paul Wingfield and Jamey Boone Noe, Braedon Scott, Aillen Scott, Brice McClure and Mirinda
officiating. Burial will follow in Woodlawn Memorial Gardens. McClure.
Visitation was held from 5-8 p.m., Monday, June 29, 2015, at
A private graveside memorial service will be Wednesday. July 1,
Milner & Orr Funeral Home, Paducah and from 10-11 a.m. 2015, at 2 p.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens with Brett Miles offiTuesday. June 30,2015, at the church.
ciating,
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lone Oak Church of
In lieu of flowers the family request donations be sent to St. Jude
Christ, 2960 Lone Oak Road,Paducah, KY 42003.
Research Hospital.
Online condolences may be left at www.milnerandorr.com.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com.
Milner & Orr Funeral Home, Paducah, is in charge of arrangeImes Funeral Home & Crematory,downtown Murray,is in charge
ments.
of arrangements.
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FUNERAL NOTICE
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
Stella Inez Hale Harmon,92
A graveside service will be 1 tieNda)„lune 30,2015, at Murray
Memorial Gardens.

Milner & Orr Funeral Home. Paducah
William "Bill" 011in West,95
Funeral service will be at II a.m. Tuesday. June 30, 2015. at
Lone Oak Church of Christ. Burial will follow in Woodlawn
Memorial Gardens.

Jacksons celebrate 50th anniversary
with unexpected gift from children
Special to the Ledger
A Murray couple recently celebrating their 50th anniversary was .'.
surprised when their son presented them with the restored car they
drove on their honeymoon in 1965.
Ronnie and Donna Jackson were married June 6, 1965, and they
drove a 1964 Ford Galaxie 500 two-door Hardtop (Fastback), pictured on today's front page. The car was purchased new in May
1964 by Donna's father, Marvin Lassiter.
Throughout the years, the car has remained in the Lassiter/Jackson
family. At an early age,their son Mitch became interested in restoring the car,and over the years. Mitch and Ronnie visited junkyards,
grabbing anything that looked better than what was on the car. In
1992, Mitch decided to "start" a complete nut to bolt, frame off •
restoration. Throughout the restoration process, he had three donor
cars for parts and mainly patterns. one of which was built only 12
days apart from this one, in the same Ford assembly plant in
Louisville.
In 2014, Mitch and his wife. Roshella, decided it would be nice to •
finish his 23-year restoration project as a surprise for his parents'
upcoming wedding anniversary.
In the spring of 2015,the car was completed and was ready to make •
its surprise appearance. On Sunday morning,June 7,2015,the day
of his parents 50th anniversary celebration, Mitch surprised them
with the fully restored car..

Ky. clerks object to ruling, hall all marriage licenses -,
By DYLAN LOYAN

their offices as prescribed by law." ,
Associated Press
"While there are certainly strongLOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A ly held views on both sides of this
few court clerks in Kentucky ware , issue,,the fact remains that each
refusing to issue marriage licenses clerk vowed to uphold the law
to any couple Monday as an objec- regardless of his or her personal
tion to the U.S. Supreme Court's beliefs," Beshear said.
ruling on same-sex marriage.
Clerks in Rowan and Lawrence
Casey County Clerk Casey Davis counties also have halted issuing all
said his Christian beliefs would not marriage licenses in response to the
allow him to issue marriage licens- Supreme Court ruling, The
es to same-sex couples. He says his Lexington Herald-Leader first
office is no longer issuing licenses reported Monday. Repeated calls to
to any couple.
those offices were not answered.
The high court effectively legalThe American Civil Liberties
ized same-sex marriage in all 50 Union of Kentucky said its lawyers
states in a 5-4 ruling Friday.
would be willing to represent same"My religious convictions will sex couples who are refused a marnot allow me to in good conscience riage license in Kentucky.II
issue same-sex marriage licenses,"Davis said. "And I don't want to be
discriminatory toward them, or
Due to an editing error,the photo
anyone else,so I choose not issue a
descriptions for the Rolling Hills
marriage license, period."
Davis said he has had no same- Garden Tour that appeared in
Monday's newspaper were mistaksex couple in his office to seek a
enly
Switched. The Ledger &
license since the ruling was issued.
The county in central Kentucky has Times regrets the error.
———
a population of about 16,000.
The Murray Ledger & limes
Gov. Steve Beshear ordered all
strives to ensure accurate and fair
the state's clerks to begin issuing
reporting; however mistakes occasame-sex marriage licenses Friday.
Udell Duffy
Max Keel
sionally occur. It is the Ledger's
In
a
statement
Monday, he said he
Udell Duffy.96,of Murray, Kentucky,died at 7:15 a.m., Monday.
Max Keel age 86, of Murray, Kentucky, died Monday, June 29,
policy to correct errors. To report a
expects all clerks, who are elected
June 29.2015. at her home.
news mistake or error, please call
2015 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
officials, "to execute the duties of 753-1916.
Funeral arrangements are incomplete at Blalock-Coleman & York
Arrangements are incomplete at this time; J. H. Churchill Funeral
Funeral Home.
Home is in charge.II
Please support
thy. Unttocl Way
of
Murray •Crilloway

800.599.8621 I www.peelholland.com
" 1712 Hwy. 121 North, Suite C
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Veterans assistance offere
Kennedy,

Bill Cowan, Hal Nance and Mark
service officers of American Legion Post No.
73, will be available each Wednesday from 1-4
p.m. to assist veterans and their families who
need to file VA claims at 310 Bee Creek Drive.
No appointment is necessary and all are served
on a first-come basis. For more information,call
Kennedy at 270-752-3333.

Datebook

MMS Band to host book sale

The Murray Middle School Band will be hosting its annual used book sale during Freedom
Community
Fest activities on the court square Friday. July 3,
editor
and Saturday, July 4. Anyone who has used
them to Murray Middle
books they would like to donate may bring
, July 2.
Thursday
to
prior
p.m.
3
and
a.m.
8
School between
Martha
Finney Andrus,

join parade
Legion veterans invited towould
like to invite vet-

The Murray American Legion Post #73
be a float trailer
erans to join in the 4th of July parade. There will
This is a vetbus.
small
a
and
for local veterans to ride plus a van
70 years ago
II
War
World
of
end
the
eran celebration year honoring
to
like
participate,
would
you
ago.lf
years
40
War
and the Vietnam
inforfor
more
-3642
contact Commander Mike Nutter at 270-293

• Legs
• Help
•Lost
• Auctl

mation.

Line dancing offered

Photo by Chris Woodal

complimentary copies of the Murray Ledger &
SCOOPED: On Friday, June 26, employees at Murray Home & Auto received
Scoop" summer promotion.
the
Got
s
"We've
Ledger'
the
of
part
as
Times and frozen custard from Culver's

'/ 1

IlingWills
urser

•

Special to the Ledger
With Freedom Fest quickly approaching, the Murray Convention
and Visitors Bureau would like the Murray community to be aware
of the parking and transportation options during this year's downtown events which will take place Friday, July 3 and Saturday. July

,t
& Gifts
Mmel

Parking options for
Freedom Fest announced

HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
(270) 753-1725
www.rollingh.com

4.
Free parking will be available at these locations:
• The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home - 201 S. Third
• Murray Electric System - 401 Olive
• Murray Middle School - Main Street parking lot
• First United Methodist Church - 503 Maple
• BB&T - 500 Main
• Imes Funeral Home & Crematory - 311 North Fourth
Overflow parking for Family Night in the Park, taking place in
Central Park on Saturday, July 4, from 6-10 p.m., will be in
Chestnut Park. No through traffic will be allowed in Central Park
that night.
More information may be found by calling the Murray
Convention and Visitors Bureau at 270-759-2199 or visit tourmurray.com.

Red White & Blue Sale

20%-50% OFF
ALL TREES, SHRUBS, ANNUALS &
BEDDING PLANTS
(cask and wry osh)
eetteejied
lf.awout Ezfrorta"

Open
Mondey-Sahuday 9-5
CloseLatay
.11111111Mia.

..11181110

SUBSCRIBE
TODAY

Say 'HAPPY BIRTHDAY'
to someone special!

p.m.
Line dancing classes will be every Wednesday from 5:30-7
Bee
310
Hall,
Legion
n
America
the
and continue through July at
0088
at
731455Donna
Call
Street.
Fourth
North
Creek Dr., off of
email at
and leave name and number to sign-up,
fee is
Class
class.
the
for
up
cherokee38242@yahoo.com or show
$5 per week.

West KY Mentoring to hold youthonmarch
Saturday.

West KY Mentoring will host a Youth Unity March
at
July II. with check-in at 8:45 and the march will begin at 9 a.m.
the Murray-Calloway County Park on Gil Hopson Dr., next to
course
Playhouse in the Park.There will also be games,an obstacle
volor
register
To
event.
this
for
needed
and lunch. Volunteers are
5744.
270-761unteer, call

ah
Ky. Public Retirees to meet in Paducmeet
at

The Purchase Chapter of Kentucky Public Retirees will
Drive,
10:30 a.m., Thursday. July 2, at Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe Clifton
guest
The
meeting.
Paducah, for a combined lunch and business
the
of
retirees
All
Watkins.
Gerald
speaker will be State Rep.
encourare
systems
t
retiremen
police
state
and
Kentucky. county
aged to attend. For more information, call Tom Moore at 270-8987289 or Al Yates at 270-994-2187.

Ladies of
The Oaks
The Oaks Ladies played a golf
scramble on Wednesday. June
24. The team of Mary Houston.
Cynthia Darnall and Belinda
Elliott placed first. Second
place team members were Judy
Hooper. Pam Williams and
Mirriam Ferguson.

Movies in
the Park to
be presented
in July
Special to the Ledger
Movies in the Park will be
presented for the 11th consecutive year by Harvest Land City
Gate on Friday nights in July.
The movies and activities will
be at Murray-Calloway County
Central Park's amphitheater.
This year's movie line-up is
July 10, "A Bug's Life:" July
17, "Parental Guidance:" July
24, "Frozen:" and July 31,
"God's Not Dead."
Games and activities will
begin at 7:30 p.m. with door
prizes being given each week.
The movie will begin at dark
with hot dogs, popcorn and
drinks being served. Everyone
is asked to bring their own blanket or chair and insect repellent.
The community is invited to
join this free weekly event. For
more information, go to Harvest
Land City Gate's website at
www.myhlmi.com or call the
church at 270-759-5107 and
leave a message.

Dexter/Almo Water District will meet
hold its

The Board of Dexter-Almo Heights Water District will
monthly meeting Thursday, July 2, at 7 p.m., at the office located at
351 Almo Road, Almo.
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CCPL announces holiday closing

Expe
Pref

The Calloway County Public Library will be closed Friday. July
3. and Saturday, July 4,for Independence Day. Regular hours will
resume on Sunday, July 5.

CCHS Class of 1995 to hold reunion

The Calloway County High School Class of 1995 will hold a
reunion on Saturday. July 25, 2015, from 6-11 p.m. at the Murray
Country Club. Cost is $25 per person. Contact Kelly Scruggs for
email
or
270-415-4346
at
information
more
kscruggs@wwIcpa.com.

MHS All-Class Social to be Saturday

The Murray High All-Class Social will be Saturday, July 4. at 9
a.m., prior to the 4th of July Parade. Bring your lawn chair to watch
the parade and visit with alumni and friends for a "mini reunion."
Light refreshments will be served. Jeanie Mae Talent Turner and
Rebecca Dublin Landolt, Class of 1959. will host the event. The
Murray Independent School District All-Class Reunion, originally
scheduled for July 4 weekend, will be Friday, Sept. 18. during the
MHS Homecoming festivities.
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DivorceCare class to be held Wednesdays

DivorceCare classes are held at University Church of Christ on
Wednesdays from 6:30-8 p.m. in room 211. All are welcome.
Classes will be repeated so any that are missed can be heard again.

Toolbox series offered in Paducah

Growing and Using Winter Squash in west Kentucky is the topic
for the Tuesday. July 7, Toolbox provided by the McCracken
County Extension Master Gardeners. The session will begin at 5
p.m. with Norman Wallace, local master gardener, presenting.
Squash plants are to be given away,one per person attending. while
supplies last. The free program will be at the McCracken County
Cooperative Extension Office. 2905 Olivet Church Road,Paducah.
No advance registration is required.
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Kentucky offers veterans' assistance

Veterans and their families will be provided counseling and
assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits on Tuesday.
July 7; Wednesday,July 8 and Thursday.July 9,at the Mayfield VA
Clinic, 1253 Paris Road,from 9 a.m. until 2:30 p.m. This is a free
service provided by the state of Kentucky and an appointment
should be scheduled. Contact Ronald McClure at
ronald.mcclure@ky.gov. or phone 270-247-2455, ext. 73905.

Hot
3 mo.
6 mo.

1

1 yr..

CCPL to host film presentation

The Calloway County Public Library will host a film adaptation
of"To Kill a Mockingbird," with Gregory Peck on Tuesday. July 7,
at 6:30 p.m.

Donations needed for cemetery upkeep

The Friendship Cemetery, 50 Kirk Ridge Road, is in need of
donations to help with the future care and upkeep of the cemetery.
Mail donations to The Friendship Cemetery Fund, 58 Rippling
Creek Drive, Murray. Ky. 42071. For more information contact
Brian Overbey, board treasurer, at 270-873-2558.
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5:30-7 p.m.
11, 310 Bee
; 1-455-0088
email at
Class fee is
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Murray Electric System

will meet at
lifton Drive.
g. The guest
tirees of the
s are encourat 270-898-

The Murray Electric System is now
accepting applications for one (I)

Customer Service Representative.
Job responsibilities include working with
customers on establishing and terminating
electric and telecommunications services,
processing payments, and working with
Customers in person and over the phone
over a broad range of issues, including
billing problems. Successful applicants
must have a high school education.
Prior experience in a utility related
business is a preference.

meet
will hold its
ice located at

Applications can be obtained at the
Business office at 4th & Olive,
between 7:30 a.m., and 4:15 p.m., M-F,
deadline for applying is
June 30th 2015. EOE

Now Hiring
Administrative
Assistant

Experience
Preferred

5 Friday, July
Jar hours will

ABBCO Service Corporation,
a national contract cleaning company,
is looking for

2nd shift GENERAL CLEANERS,

email resume to:

nion

for a manufacturing plant

gopal0gopalhm.com

5 will hold a
at the Murray
y Scruggs for
or
email

Murray, KY area.
Ideal candidates need to be dependable
and pay close attention to details.

INTERESTED in help
ng others? Hiring
DSP's. Must be 18 with
GED or 21. Call 270767-1543 for more
information
FULL OR PART lime
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

irday
y. July 4. at 9
chair to watch
mini reunion."
nt Turner and
the event. The
lion, originally
18. during the

Exp. pref. Must pass all required
background checks, including E-Verity.
1-800-246-3221 x511
leave name and number.

LPN
Murray Woman's Clinic has an opening for a
part-time or full-time LPN. If you are
experienced,(OB experience is a plus) have a
great personality, and enjoy a fast paced work
environment, send or bhng your resume and
cover letter to our office. We offer competitive
salary, medical insurance and a 401K.
No phone calls please.

Now Hiring
ALL
Positions
• Front Desk
• Housekeeping
• Maintenance
• Management
and More
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Apply in person.
Holiday Inn
Express Hwy 641
N. Murray

cky is the topic
he McCracken
will begin at 5
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ittending, while
'racken County
Road,Paducah.

"A Contract Job"
Person to develop A
Home Based Internet
Book Sales Business
Get Details at 409 S
8 th St Murray, KY 48pm
Big Bonus, If viral!

tance
counseling and
fits on Tuesday,
he Mayfield VA
. This is a free
an appointment
McClure at
xi. 73905.

Murray Woman's Clinic
305 S 8thSt.
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer
LAWN tech needed
Call 270-978-7157

NOW Hiring
CDL Dhver
with skills operating
heavy equipment
(trackhoe & dozer)
some manual labor.
Must pass Drug test
Call 270-978-0343

LEGAL assistant needed. Some legal experience preferred but not
necessary. Must pass
background
check.
Salary commensurate
with experience. Send
ONE full time available. resume to PO BOX
Apply in person at the 1040E Murray. KY
Christian Child Care 42071
Center. 810 Whitnell st
Murray, KY

EEDGER&TIMES I
1
1

Local Mail
Home Delivery
ICallouw.)
3
3 mo...........-430.00
6 mo.....---.$55.00 6 mo.
$55.00
I yr. -......$105.00 1 yr. ........,..$105.00

Experience
Preferred.
Apply in person.
Holiday Inn

Rest of KY/TN

1Puryear & Buchanan
1
1 3 me
$40.00

All Other Mail

Express Hwy 641

Subscriptions

N. Murray

3 mo..---....$75.00

6 mo......---$80.00 6
1 yr..----$120.00 1 yr.
I Check
1

Money Order

320
Apartments For Rent

$145.00
Visa

Name

(State
I
Daytime ph,

1

a

Part-time/
Full-time Sales
Help Wanted
for local store
in friendly,
family oriented
environment.
Excellent benefits
package, salary
commensurate
with experience.
Apply in person
at Murray Supply
206 East Main St.
Murray, KY
No Phone Calls
Please.

EPSON
Workforce
printer/fax
New,
$40 00
"it's to smart for me"
After 5pm
270-436-2328
140
Want to Buy
'ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3633
CLASSIC rock, Jazz,
Blues, Joplin, Beatles,
Grateful Dead albums.
Floyd,
Zeppelin.
Hendrix, Miles Davis,
Coltrane,
Muddy
Waters, etc. Terrapin
Station, Bel Air Center.
270-753-8926

Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Time.
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 7534916

1
1
1
1
•

Apartments For Rent
2 BR. 1 BA apartment.
Appliances, furnished.
19 Megan Dr. Murray
$475 per month, 1 year
lease. 270-293-6968
APARTMENT For Rent
1 BR efficiency apartment. Near downtown.
1 occupant only, no
pets, no smoking.
$300/month. Plus utilities. Deposit required.
Call 270-293-2843.

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Drive
TOE) 14100-545-1833 eit 210
tha, in,renar.n 'afl rti7
.16
i
lbw ,rfAMTlir a,',wider
tsriow
,

oUPLEX FOR RENT-2
BRABath on Cardinal
Drive available July
1st. Full appliances
including W/D and AC
Water/Sewer/Trash
service
included
Annual
lease
$600/month. 270-9782589.
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109.

Appliances

LARGE
SELECTION

340
Houses For Rent

155

USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

605 [South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
180
Law & Garden

Mulch
FOR SALE
Brown dyed/Double-grou
Convenient in town location!
Hours: Tues-Fn 8-4, Sat 8-12
512S 4"
RETIREMENT sale!
40% off all plants. No
sales
tax! Zimms
Nursery. Martin, TN
38227
280
Mobile Hornet For Rent
38R,28A North of murray Call 270-293-0473
320
Apartments For Rent

Office Hours
Tuesday- Saturday Elam- 12pm
Zip_

320

LARGE 1BR close to
campus
No Pets
$310/month 270-5567928

FORREST VIEW APARTMENTS
1213N. 16th Street, Murray, KY

I City

a

Help Wanted

M/C

I St. Address

1
1

Now Hiring
General
Maintenance

Fri.10 am.
Frt9 a.m.
Hon. 9 a.m.
fa12 p.m.
Tue.lp.m.
Vied.12 p.m.
Thur. 12p.m.

BUSINESS& SERVICE DIRECTORY
BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
0

19

Eyecare Specialties

Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, batienes, and all
aluminum•
KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

Dr. Kevin Adams

308 S. 12th
Murray

•Eyeglasses
*Contacts
'Eye D/SeaSt9

759-2500

mitraysyscwe.com

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray

Residential & Commercial

060
Help Wanted

SUPPLY COMPANY,

THE Murray Ledger &
considers
Times
its
sources reliable, but inaccuracies
do
occur
Readers using this information do so at their own
risk Although persons and
companies
mentioned
herein are believed to be
•eputable, The Murray
Ledger 2. Times, nor any of
its employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever
tor their activities.
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Advertisers are requested to
check the first insertion of their
ads for any error. Murray Ledger
& Times will be responsible for
only one incorrect insertion. Any
error should be reported immediately so corrections can be
made.
060

Help Wanted

DEADLINES

ADJUSTMENTS

*New Climate Cori.
Available
*2417 Surveillance,
*Pest Control

march

RENT

& Times
Circulation Manager for your
circulation needs

To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classified
@murrayledger.com or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
• Fax:(270) 753-1947
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Accepting applications
1 & 2 Bedroom townhouses
Central Heat and Air
Basic rent starting at $345- $375
(270)753-1970
TDD 1-800-M5-1833 Ext. 283

3BIR furnished lake
home No pets.
References required
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
3BR, 1BA. Appliances,
yard care, furnished.
References required.
$575/ per month. 270753-3949
NICE 2BR 2BA brick
house, hard wood
floors. No smoking, no
pets. Approximately 15
miles from Murray.
setting.
Country
References required
$850 per month. Plus
deposit. 731-336-7674
Very nice 3BR home
Appliances and carport
pets
No
References required
Coleman RE 270-7539898

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner
Thank you for your business!

Call NICK! PEACH
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!

j&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
CornCr of 121 S. & Glendale.
HAM & 10x15's

ect

(2701436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

WORD AD - $25
25 walds for 2 weeks

Must run for 3 months

Call Nicki
for more
details!

Add colorfor
just $49 per month!

(270)
753-1916

212 BOX - $199

(actual ad size)

1990 6620 John Deere
combine with headers.
Agriculture irrigation
equiptment complete.
12' John Deere disk.
12'
Lely
Roterra.
Interested party only.
Call Gary
270-435-4155.

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
to

7,000 sq ft warehouse,
Industrial Road and
Chestnut,
270-759-4851

Irl

ommercial Prop.
For Ss*

Pizzeria For Sale
-All equipment
-POS system
-Website & Social Media Sites
-Customer database
-Walk-in ready or relocation
-Owner financing available
-$99,000 Firm

270-2934479

Remodeled throughout & TURN KEY
READY! A 3 bedroom, 2 1/2 bath, kitchen,
living room, dining room, den, utility,
attached garage (heated & cooled), huge
patio. Price Reduced
$228,500.00

Take a Tour
Gerry Puckett- 270-978-0827TIP

TOP

PROPERMS, LAC .

New 2-4

Bedroom homes in
RIverneld Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

kisPara
HOLLAND

180
Auto Pats

USED TIRES
14 15 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call

753-5606
Used Cars

MOTOR SALES
[Rite Property
Retell or Office

Space
109-8 N. 3rd Street
1,100 SO. FT
(Formerly The Red
Bug-retail shop)

270-753-8964

2.6 Acres Lake Fron
on Cyrpress Creek.
4BR, 2BA with Full
Basement Like New
Condition. Stock 2.5
Car Garage Carport.
All
Driveways
&
Walkways
Paved.
$439,900
270-293-4602

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Fin.,nrc

1985
Mercedes
380SL. New soft top
-excellent driver
270-752-7521

STAND
OUT?
USE COLO

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

Hours.
Mon, - Fn
8:00-4:00
Saturday,
800-12:00

1515 Canterbury Dr.

WWW.tiptoppropert esmu may.com

Shop Bays

119E grain
(270) 753-6266

460
Homes For Sale

Public Sale

(270) 485-6122

DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere corn
(270)436-2858

UTILITYS in Place
$9,500
270-753-6012
WOODED 7 acres
Frontage on 280 1 1/2
miles from Panorama
Shores. 2 former

mobile homes sites on
properly. 270-753-4448

CALL NICK!
TODAY!

CLASSIFIEDS

• Tuesday, June 30, 2015

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

Hill Appliance
Repair •

Well Drilling

Serving
NSes1 Kentucky

We//Pump Service

Jason Hill

Residential
Agricultural

(270)226-0194

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

Service on all
major brands
Ikensed & [warred

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree woric

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562.
270-226-4504

OLYMPIC commercial
cleaning. Licensed
and Insured.
www.olympicservIce.com

BUSH-HOGGING
Call Mitch
270-227-0906

CLEAN CUT
1. \\A•cw,

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

LI Al RI'MOVAI
SPRINt. Ci i - \ Ur

Over 28 Years
Experience

Free estimati•-•
('all Kevin at

Zach 270-673-7700
David 270-227-1106
AILS11125_63aLtialecl
•

I -- I

eharte

cor:

HALL'S WASTE FILIPINO Housewife
M ANAGEMENT cleaning in your home

available 5/days week
• weekly & special pickups 25yrs Experience at
• locally owned/operated cooking & laundry.
759-1151 • 293-2'783 Background Check.
Plus exterior cleaning it
293-2784
needed. Lisa 270-9708762

Striping
t;ratel-Dirt-Sand

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

1•07\1' TR t‘ IS

& DEBRIS REMOVAL

rasing-tic:den:ding

270-293-4256

•Licensed & Insui.

VA&
MATH
CONSTMTION
*Additions
*Remodeling
*Complete Masonry

(270)293-1421
(270)293-1753

A

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

SUDOKU
Crossroads
Landscaping
• Landscape design & maintenance
• Lawn care(mow and trim)
• Cleanup & outdoor projects
• Raised beds/gardens

Concepts SudoKu

6
2

,8 ,

4
8
GARLAND
RENTAL%

72

7.
8
3

270-293-3406

*Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
*Insured

(270) 489-2839

By Dave Green
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Difficulty Level **

we'll be glad to

"If you've got It we tan store It"

help.

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:

Murray Ledger &
Times
270-753-1916

1s1.11.12LCAILAKE
RatOOLisicaOu
*Home Improvements
*Bath & Kitchen

Drywall, Painting,
Plumbing. Floonng. Decks

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

6
6,30

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

ON BEA

MINI
STORAGE
N1111111

it Sao Units
24/7 Surveillance•Electricity
Now Have 80 Climate Control Units
1112 Whitman Ave.

270-753-2905

*Insured *Sr Discount
*Free Eshinetes
•blember 01Angies List

am ree ro
•Tnmming Tree
Removal
*Licensed& Insured
Free Estimates
270-753-TREE
(8733)

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
*Asphalt Instahatior
*Seal coating & stnpng

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, July 1, 2015:
This year you often find that you are on the fence, defending an
opinion or an action. If you jump off the fence, you can see how you
can merge opposing ideas by focusing on the root of the issue. There
will be a push and pull in relationships, and you will need to establish your boundaries and deal with issues like resentment and guilt
when relating. You will appreciate the process when you look at the
results. If you are single, you will meet someone of importance after
August. Get ready! If you are attached, you will be sharing more of
yourselves with each other. You also might act as if you are a couple who just fell in love. CAPRICORN tests your mettle.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** You'll find that pressure builds no matter which way you turn.

40 yrs expenence

(270)759-0501
NEED your home
cleaned? I can help
you! Whole home
cleaning or partial
hOrne
cleaning.
References available.
270-227-0684

You know what is happening with an older relative, but others might
not. Use your discretion here. Your fiery temperament goes a long
way in getting a project done. Tonight: Juggle all your different possibilities.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You could be far more tired than you realize when you wake
up, but the Full Moon will energize you as the day goes on. Be careful with your choice of words, because you still might be a little offkilter. Take a walk if need be. Tonight: Juggle friends, calls and conversations.

MURRAY
LEDGER
&TIMES

L-N,)

53

Horoscope

270-436-5959

4Licensed-Insured

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

Sudoku is a number-pieong puzzle based on a 9x9 gist with
several given numbers The oblect is to piece the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row each coeunsi and eacn
3x3 box contains the same number only onoe The difficulty level
of the Concepts Sucioku increases from Monday to Sunday

Need to Advertise?

270-293-4020

COMPLETE CARE
• PROPERTIES, LAX ;
SMALL home repairs,
I MOWING SERVICE I
pressure
washing,
BRUSH CLEAN-UP •
painting and general " TRACTOR WORK
-Bush nog, Inveway grade- I
labor No job too small
•
270-978-4135
270-227-9484
L keniwts
.

TRAVIS
ASPHAL1

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
fa TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

Murray Ledger & Times

Has employment opportunities!
Murray Ledger & Times is expanding
and has employment opportunites!

REPORTER
The Murray Ledger 8,Times is looking for a full-time reporter able to cover breaking news, public meetings and other events. Applicants should be
personally engaging,confident in their writing abilities, strong time managers and creative thinkers. Must be available to work some nights and
weekends. Applicants should also have a strong eye for design. A knowledge of programs such as Microsoft Office, Quark XPress, Adobe Photoshop
and InDesign is a must. Experience with a DSLR camera - and associated hardware - is also strongly advised. The Ledger is seeking applicants with a
bachelor's degree in journalism and an understanding of Associated Press style.
Send resumes to editor@murrayledgercom or apply in person. Attach clippings of your work, which can include designs. PDFs and web links are
also acceptable. Pay is hourly and based on experience. Questions or comments can be directed to 270-753-1916. Ask for Hawkins Teague (ext. 22)
or John Wright(ext. 23).

Gallimor• Etectrical Contractors, LLC

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
Indestrta1/CommercIal/NesIdentia1
James C. Gallimere
WWW.GECMURRAY.COM

(270) 759-0890
by Jacqueline Bigar

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You might not want to have a discussion with a close loved one
about money or your long-term direction right now. If you try to fight
city hall, the outcome could be explosive. Discuss the situation with
someone you respect before mouthing off. Tonight: Go with the flow.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** As a child of the Moon, handling a Full Moon will feel natural to you. You could be deciding how much you want to give in a
relationship and what is too much. You might want to revise your
opinion about a key person in your life. Detach if you can. Tonight:
Easy works.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** You could be taken aback by what is being placed on your
shoulders. Others count on you. Still, a sense of frustration is likely
to emerge. Perhaps you need to say no more often. Your resentment will lessen, and others will not take you for granted so easily.
Tonight: Rest up.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You might be surprised by all the potential opportunities
available to you. Your self-confidence is peaking. Use this moment to
go for what you want, especially in the relationship realm. You might
be juggling more than you can handle. Tonight: Add romance to the
moment.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Stay anchored despite feeling pulled in two or three different
directions. Remember your priorities. A matter involving real estate
or your home life might emerge. You could feel somewhat overwhelmed by a choice you need to make. Tonight: Make it tun.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Communication seems to be overwhelming and conflicting.
Do your best to avoid making decisions or passing judgment right
now. Enjoy hearing from each person, but don't decide anything just
yet; otherwise, someone at a distance could get angry. Tonight: Hang
out.
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SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You'll be in tune with others, but communicating could be

Et

challenging, especially it the topic is finances. You might witness tension around those to whom you are financially tied. Avoid any reactions for now. Tomorrow you will see the situation differently. Tonight:
At home.

GPM
YOU'RE
A GR-Ani

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** The Full Moon is focusing on you and what you want.
Though it might sound delightful to be in the limelight, you might get
some flak here. Maintain your sense of humor and head in the direction that feels right to you. A loved one will seek you out. Tonight: Out
and about.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You might be uncomfortable with today's Full Moon. Some of
you could be depressed; others might be plotting an interesting scenario or project. Try not to take comments too personally. Know that
everyone is under pressure right now. Tonight: Make it an early night.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You might feel as if you are walking in a dream, as you seem
to notice a haze surrounding your ideas. A friend will break through
it and be able to share good news that will positively affect you. Be
careful with an emotional involvement. No risks! Tonight: Join your
friends.

4
ai01V!
(7MILI

FROM

_

BORN TODAY
Princess Diana (1961), actress Liv Tyler (1977), businesswoman
Estee Lauder (1908)

•••
Jacqueline Blgar is on the Internet at www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2015 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

COPY EDITOR
The Murray Ledger & Times is looking for a full-time copy editor who can also double as a reporter and photographer as needed. Applicants should
be personally engaging,confident in their writing abilities, strong time managers and creative thinkers. Must be available to work nights and
occasional weekends. Applicants should also have a strong eye for design. A knowledge of programs such as Microsoft Office, Quark XPress, Adobe
Photoshop and InDesign is a must. Experience with a DSLR camera - and associated hardware - is also strongly advised. The Ledger is seeking
applicants with a bachelor's degree in journalism and an understanding of Associated Press style.
Send resumes to editor@murrayledger.com or apply in person. Attach clippings of your work, which can include designs. PDFs and web links are
also acceptable. Pay is hourly and based on experience. Questions or comments can be directed to 270-753-1916. Ask for Hawkins Teague (ext. 22)
or John Wright(ext. 231.

SPORTS WRITER
Capable of covering Murray State University Racer Athletics.
Applicants should be personally engaging,confident in their writing abilities, be strong time managers and quick, creative thinkers. Nights, weekends
and travel are all part of the job. Applicants should also have a strong eye for design. A knowledge of programs such as Microsoft Office, Quark XPress,
Adobe Photoshop and InDesign is a must. Experience with a DSLR camera - and associated hardware - is also strongly advised. The Ledger is seeking
applicants with a bachelor's degree in journalism and an understanding of Associated Press style. Applicants will need to be able to preview a host of
contests and edit media advisories received from the university on a daily basis. Our readers expect strong, local coverage year-round.
Send resumes to emarlowe@murrayledgercom or apply in person. Attach clippings of your work, which can include designs and/or photos(should
be formatted appropriately). PDFs and web links are also acceptable. Pay is hourly and based on experience. Questions or comments can be
directed to Edward Marlowe at 270-753-1916(ext. 25).

CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT
Applicants

should, but not limited to, be able to work flexible hours(mostly from 200 am - 8:00 am, Monday - Saturday). Must be able to stand
for long periods at a time and able to lift 50 pounds. Applicants must be able to work well with others and have a clean driving record. Entry level
position. No phone calls please. Send resumes to circulationomurrayledger corn or apply in person.
The Murray Ledger & Times is an equal opportunity employer.
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Hints From Heloise

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. June 30. the
181st day of 2015. There are 184
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 30, 1865, eight people, including Mary Surratt and
Dr. Samuel Mudd, were convicted by a military commission of
conspiring with John Wilkes Booth,
the assassin of President Abraham
Lincoln. (Four defendants, including Surratt, were executed; Mudd
was sentenced to life in prison,
but was pardoned by President
Andrew Johnson in 1869 1

On this date:
In 1859, French acrobat Charles
Blondin (blahn-DAN') walked back
and forth on a tightrope above
the gorge of Niagara Falls as thousands of spectators watched.
In 1934, Adolf Hitler launched
his "blood purge" of political and
military rivals in Germany in what
came to be known as "The Night
of the Long Knives."
In 1958, the U.S. Senate passed
the Alaska statehood bill by a
vote of 64-20.
In 1963, Pope Paul VI was
crowned the 262nd head of the

Roman Catholic Church.
In 1972, for the first time, a
leap-second was added to Coordinated Universal Time to account
for the slowing rotation of the
Earth.
In 1985, 39 American,Oostages
from a hijacked TWA jetliner were
freed in Beirut after being held
17 days.
In 1994. the U.S. Figure Skating Association stripped Tonya
Harding of the national championship and banned her for life
for her role in the attack on rival
Nancy Kerrigan.
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Lookahead:
Smallest group of
US men since 1947

Serena
Williams'
Wimbledon 44;b•P
starts slow;
Venus wins
6-0, 6-0
By HOWARD FENDR1CH
AP Tennis Writer

Williams has won her past 22 Grand
Slam matches.
"There are a lot of expectations on her
LONDON (AP) — As has become shoulders at the moment," said
customary for Serena Williams of late, Williams' coach. Patrick Mouratoglou.
she got off to a rocky start.
"It took her maybe six games to get
In her first-round match at going. At 3-all, she started to relax and
Wimbledon on Monday, Williams play. And then there was no match."
dropped three of the first four games.
Gasparyan came in 0-3 in tour-level
She slipped and nearly did the splits, matches and was making her
tumbling to the turf. She was warned Wimbledon main-draw debut.
for using foul language.
"When I (saw) her before match,"
And, as has also become customary Gasparyan said, "I thought, 'Oh, my
for Williams. she wound up with a vic- God. I'm playing Serena.'"
tory.
Yet the 20-year-old Russian played
The No. 1-seeded Williams extended unafraid at the outset, and her oneher pursuit of a fourth consecutive handed backhand withstood Williams'
major title and her bid for a calendar- power for about a half-hour. Then,
year Grand Slam, too, by taking 11 of Gasparyan explained, Williams began
the last 13 games to beat 113th-ranked playing "unbelievable." taking five
qualifier Margarita Gasparyan 6-4,6-1. straight games and 22 of 29 points in

By HOWARD FENDRICH
AP Tennis Writer
LONDON (AP) — The seven U.S.
men in the Wimbledon main draw represent the country's smallest contingent
since 1947, when only five played at the
grass-court Grand Slam tournament.
Three are scheduled to be in firstround action Tuesday: 31st-seeded Jack
Sock, 37th-ranked Sam Querrey, and
77th-ranked Tim Smyczek.
The 22-year-old Sock — who was
born in Nebraska, later lived in Kansas
City, and now is based in Florida — is
seeded at a Grand Slam tournament for
the first time in singles. A year ago at
the All England Club,he lost in the second round of singles, but he won the
men's doubles championship with
Vasek Pospisil of Canada.
On Tuesday, Sock will face Sam
Groth of Australia, a big server who is
•See WIMBLEDON TUESDAY, 11

one stretch.
It was, otherwise, a mostly routine
Day I for the biggest names on the
schedule. Defending champion Novak
Djokovic — and the player he lost to in
the French Open final this month. No.4
Stan Wawrinka — won in straight sets.
So did 2004 Wimbledon champion
Maria Sharapova and two other major
title winners and former No. 1 -ranked
women, Victoria Azarenka and Ana
Ivanovic.
Williams improved to 33-1 in 2015.
competing for the first time since winning her 20th Grand Slam singles trophy at the French Open. En route to that
title, Williams lost the opening set in
four matches.
There, Mouratoglou said, "she had to
dig deep to find a way to get her real
level." in part because Williams was

dealing with an illness. On Monday,the
cause for the poor beginning was
twofold, he said: Williams hadn't
played on grass since she was at the All
England Club a year ago. and she felt
some nerves.
Really? Jitters?
"Of course she's nervous, because she
cares. She wants to do well. She wants
to win, and she wants it really bad,"
Mouratoglou said. "If after all these
years, she wouldn't be nervous, it
would mean, probably, that she would
not care enough to keep on playing."
If, a fortnight from now, the 33-yearold Williams were to win Wimbledon
for a sixth time,she would be the oldest
women's major champion in the Open
era of professional tennis, which began
in 1968, She also would complete a
•See TENNIS, 11
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ADAM DAVY / PA Photo via AP

Former champion Roger Federer
serves during practice at the All
England Lawn Tennis and Croquet
Club. The Wimbledon tennis
championships began on Monday.
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OLYMPIC GAMES

Boston 2024 Olympics organizers update $4.6B bid
By JIMMY GOLEN
and PHILIP MARCELO
Associated Press
BOSTON (AP) — The group trying
to bring the 2024 Olympics to Boston
released the most detailed look yet at
its bid for the Summer Games on
Monday, unveiling a $4.6 billion plan
it says would create thousands of
jobs and housing units, expand the
city's tax base and leave behind a
vastly-improved regional transit system — all with a $210 million surplus.
The announcement was designed to
answer critics who say the privately
funded Boston 2024 has withheld
details of the bid to prevent the public from assessing whether the games
could be staged, as promised, without
the need for taxpayer money.
The so-called "Bid 2.0" comes as
Boston 2024 organizers head to San
Francisco for a critical meeting
before the U.S. Olympic Committee
board of directors Tuesday.
"We've now done the 'little-picture'
thinking," said bid chairman Steve
Pagliuca, a co-owner of the Boston
Celtics. "We think we've made the
major leaps."
Republican Gov. Charlie Baker,
who was among the state leaders
pressing Olympics planners to produce more detailed plans by the end
of the month, said the state would
need to look more carefully into the
bid's assumptions, especially around
infrastructure improvements.
The update contains "far more
information and far more detail than
anything we've seen before," he said
after a lengthy private meeting with
Pagliuca and Democratic legislative
leaders Monday. "The big question...
is making sure we really understand
what
is
expected
of
the
Commonwealth and the taxpayers."
Local Olympics opponents said the
revised plan still fails to guarantee
taxpayers won't foot the bill in the
event of cost overruns or revenue
shortfalls.
Chris Dempsey, co-chairman of the
No Boston Olympics group, said
organizers haven't delved into the
details of a proposed insurance plan
to protect taxpayer interests, including whether theg's an insurer actual,

RACER TRACK AND FIELD

Racer track and
field adds 11
From RACER ATHLETICS

Murray State track and field head
coach Jenny Swieton has announced the
addition of 11 student-athletes who will
be joining the Racers this fall. The
group, which is comprised of four state
champions, will be Swieton's fifth
recruiting class as the Racers look to
contend for an OVC championship.
Tamdra Lawrence, from Westside
High School, is the lone sprinter of the
group. The Macon, Ga., product comes
to Murray as a two-time state champion
in the 100- and 200-meter dashes. With a
personal best time of 11.74 in the 100
and 23.89 in the 200, she is someone
Coach Adam Kiesler is excited about
working with. "We hope Tamdra can
come in and make an immediate impact
in the sprints on the conference level.
Her talent, plus drive to become better
every day is something we look forward
to be able to coach here at MSU," said
Swieton.
With the loss of LaShea Shaw to graduation, three hurdlers will be making
their way to Murray to fill the ...did that
she leaves.
Jocelyn Payne hails from Kirkwood
High school in Missouri. An early
STEPHAN SAVOIA / AP Photo
Boston 2024 Chairman and Boston Celtics Co-owner Steve Pagliuca signee. Payne was the best dual hurdler
speaks during the release of the Boston 2024 Partnership's updated in the state, and will look to do the same
as a freshman. Her 14.99 best in the
plans for the Olympic and Paralympic games at the Boston
100m hurdles gives the team an added
Convention and Exhibition Center, Monday, June 29, 2015, in Boston.
boost to the hurdle group.
"Jocelyn will help both our long hurdle
ly willing to provide the coverage.
USOC, with local opposition and low
and
sprints group by adding to the depth
"They still have not explained why poll numbers forcing organizers to
already talented group. She has a
of
an
city of Boston taxpayers need to take spread some venues across the state
great personality and has never met a
the risk and sign a blank check." he to gain political support the bid
stranger." Swieton said.
said. "Boston 2024's only real insurer couldn't muster inside the city.
Kassidy Cook comes as the only
is the taxpayers of Massachusetts."
About half of the 32 venues have Kentucky signee. and brings talent in
Olympics organizers described a been relocated or otherwise shuffled both the hurdles and the jumps.
The
"multi-layer" insurance package since the original plan was Harrison County graduate won the hurcosting roughly $128 million and announced. Pagliuca said the pro- dles and then took runner-up honors in
including an umbrella policy and posed games would still be among both the long and triple jump at this
individual policies for venue-build- the most compact in Olympics histo- year's state meet. With personal best
ing projects. Pagliuca promised more ry, with 23 of the venues within a marks of 14.84 in the hurdles and 17'9"
in the long jump. she'll be counted on
details about the idea would be forth- short radius.
coming.
Organizers said they're still firming heavily for her ability in multiple events.
"Kassidy has just scratched the surface
"There is very little risk that these up venues for swimming and other
what she is capable of in track and
of
insurances won't cover every issue indoor aquatic sports, golf and biking
Her attention to detail and the
field.
that can happen," he said.
events.
willingness to do whatever it takes to get
Boston's bid has stumbled since
They estimate the games will probetter will be a great asset to our team on
getting the initial nod frof the
•Soo OLYMP1CS. 11

and off the track," commented Swieton.
Jabreuna Brimlett rounds out the hurdlers for this year's class. In her one year
at Poplar Bluff High School in Missouri,
she left a lasting impression. "Jabreuna
has proven to be one of the most talent-,
ed athletes in Missouri if not the country," said Swieton.
"She will help fill holes that a very productive graduating class has left behind.
Still raw, it will be exciting to see what
her career holds for her." A dual hurdle
champion with a jumping ability to
match. Brimlett holds personal bests of
14.23 and 4352 in the 100m hurdles and
300m hurdles, respectively. Also an AllState jumper,she has a long jump best of
1811" and a 38'8" triple jump.
In the vertical jumps, Emily Heil and
Aubrey Main will join for the Racers this
fall. Heil will compete in the vault, while
Main will contest the high jump.
Heil, who comes from Marathon,Wis.,
will join Chico LeGrand as a fellow 11foot vaulter. The Wisconsin state champion in the event looks to make an
immediate impact and give the Racers
another potential conference point scorer.
"Emily is a competitor plain and simple. She had to overcome a pretty big
injury, but still managed to win state
with an impressive vault. She'll be a
good addition to the vaulters," said
Swieton.
Main, who holds a personal best in the
high jump of 5'7", will leave her hometown of Huntingburg. Ind., to join the
Racers. Her 400 time of 58.76 will be a
welcomed addition to the relays when
needed.
"Losing Ashley Conway hurts a lot,
but having people like Aubrey helps a
great deal. If she comes in and does what
she's done in high school, that'll definitely soften the blow. Her ability to run a
400 only adds value to an already quality talent."
The distance group will welcome three
ladies to campus this fall.'They'll be here
ready to compete and defend their home
course when Murray State hosts this
year's
OVC
Cross
Country
Championship.
Maddy Brown, from Parkway West
•See TRACK/F1ELD,r1
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MLB Glance
National League
East Division
W
L Pc1 GB
Washington
42 34.553
New York
40 37.519 2/
1
2
Atlanta
36 40.474
6
Miami
31 46.403 11,4
Philadelphia
27 51.346
16
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
51 24.680
St. Louis
—
Pittsburgh
42 33.560
9
Chicago
39 35.527 11,4
Cincinnati
35 413467
16
Milwaukee
30 48.385 22/
1
2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Los Angeles
43 34.558
San Francisco
42 35.545
1
Arizona
36 39.480
6
San Diego
37 41.474 6/
1
2
Colorado
33 42.440
9
Monday's Games
Milwaukee 7 Philadelphia 4
Cincinnati 11 Minnesota 7
LA. Dodgers at Arizona, 9 40 p m
Colorado at Oakland 10 05 p m
Theaday's Games
Milwaukee (Jungmann 2-1) at
Philadelphia (Kernels 5-6). 705 p m
Pittsburgh (G Cole 11-3) at Detroit
(Verlander 0-1). 7 08 p.m.
Chicago Cubs (Hendricks 2-4) at N.Y.
Mets (Mese 3-7), 7.10 p.m.
Minnesota (P Hughes 8-6) at Cincinnati
(DeSclatani 5-5), 7 10 p.m.
San Francisco (Vogelsong 6-5) at
Miami (Latos 2-5), 7'10 p.m.
Washington (Zimmermann 5-5) at
Atlanta (S Miller 5-3), 7 10 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Sale 8-4) at St.
Louis (Lynn 5-4). 8:15 pm.
LA Dodgers (Fritts 5-5) at Arizona
(R De La Rosa 6-3). 940 p.m
Colorado (J De La Rosa 4-3) at
Oakland (Gray 9-3). 100S Pin
Seattle (Montgomery 2-2) at San Diego
{Kennedy 4-6). 1010 p m

American League
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Baltimore
41 34.547
New York
41 35.539
14
Tampa Bay
42 36.538
1.4
Toronto
41 37.526 114
Boston
35 43.449 714
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Kansas City
44 28.611
Minnesota
40 36.526
6
Detroit
39 36.520 614
Cleveland
34 41.453 1114
Chicago
32 42.432
13
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Houston
44 34.564
—
Los Angeles
39 37.513
4
Texas
38 38.500
5
Seattle
34 42.447
9
Oakland
34 44.436
10
Mondays Games
Texas at Baltimore, 7-05 p.m.
Boston 3, Toronto I
Cleveland 7. Tampa Bay 1
Cincinnati 11, Minnesota 7
Kansas City at Houston, 8110 p.m.
Colorado at Oakland. 1005 p.m.
N.Y Yankees at LA Angels, 10:05 p.m.
Tuesday's Games
Texas (Lewis 7-3) at Baltimore
(Mi.Gonzalez 6-4), 7135 pm
Boston )E Rodriguez 3-2) at Toronto
(Estrada 5-3), 707 p.m.
Pittsburgh (G.Cole 11-3) at Detroit
(Vertander 0-1), 708 p.m.
Cleveland (Salazar B-3) at Tampa Bay
(E Ramirez 6-2), 7:10 p.m
Minnesota (P Hughes 6-6) at Cincinnati
(DeSclafani 5-5), 7:10 p.m.
Kansas City(0 Dully 2-3) at Houston
(Keuchel 9-3), 810 p.m
Chicago White Sox (Sale 6-4) at St
Louis (Lynn 5-4), 815 p.m.
Colorado (J_De La Rosa 4-3) at
Oakland (Gray 9-3), 10:05 p.m.
NY Yankees (Nova 1-0) at LA Angels
(Heaney 0-0), 10:05 p.m.
Seattle (Montgomery 2-2) at San Diego
(Kennedy 4-6), 1010 p.m.
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would require another $1 bilFrom Page 10
lion
or so in transportation
duce at least $4.8 billion in
upgrades
on top of that, the
revenues from television
broadcast rights, tickets sales, revised bid documents show.
corporate sponsorships and "We need those projects to be
other revenues. They assume built for a successful Boston
nearly $4.6 billion in costs, in 2024, whether the games
including $176 million for a occur or pot," Davey said.
More than the previous proOlympictenor
stai:1\ m
million for the athletes' posal, "Bid 2.0" touts the long
village, about $754 million to term legacies the games will
build other Olympic venues leave behind in Boston.
and another $132 million to Among them:
rent other locations.
That leaves about a $210
—Jobs: about 4,100 conmillion in contingency and struction jobs over five years
surplus, organizers said.
starting in 2018; about 54,300
Boston 2024 opponents jobs during the operation of
counter that the "surplus" is the games and another 2,200
only achieved through cre- post-Olympics jobs.
ative accounting that takes
some Olympic-related costs
—Housing: 7,000 apartment
off the books. And even the units and about 2.700 college
most optimistic view would student
beds
the
for
require billions in public University of Massachusettsinfrastructure and security Boston.
expenditures.
"The promise of a surplus
— Neighborhoods: creation
has been heard in host cities
of "Midtown," a new, 83-acre
before, but public debt and
neighborhood south of downunderutilized venues have
town at the site of the tempobeen
the
posttypical
rary,69.000-seat Olympic staOlympics reality," the No
dium and development of 30
Boston Olympics group said
acres at Columbia Point, the
in a statement.
proposed waterfront site of the
On the significant transathlete's village.
portation concerns that have
dogged the proposal, organiz—Taxes: about $362 million
ers suggested investments
2080, when Olympics
by
critical to improving Boston's
organizers
assume all tax
oft-maligned transit system
can accommodate the needs of breaks and incentives would
the Olympics if they are com- be phased out for "Midtown."
pleted by 2024.
Boston 2024 CEO Richard
former
Davey,
a
Massachusetts Secretary of
Transportation, said the state
is already committed to roughly $2 billion for new subway
trains and commuter rail and
bus service upgrades.
Meeting future demands and
the needs of the Olympics

— Parks: Completion of
Boston's Emerald Necklace,
an unbroken ring of green
space through the city's neighborhoods envisioned by famed
19th Century landscape architect Frederick Law Olmstead.
Associated Press writer Bob
Salsberg contributed to this
report. It
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From Page 10
High School in Missouri, will
compete in events ranging from
the mile up to the 5K. Being a
5:04 miler, she'll have Emma
Gilmore and Brittany Bohn,both
seniors, to look to for leadership.
As an 18:32 cross country runner, she'll improve an already
deep cross country roster.
"From the moment Maddy
arrived on campus I knew she
was meant to be a Racer. She
was comfortable immediately
and we could talk like we had
known each other for years,"
commented Swieton. "She is a
great talent out of the tough state
of Missouri and we are honored
to have her."
Vallery Korir will have a couple of her countrywomen alongside her this season, as Purity
Chebet and Ida Mutai from
Kenya close out the newest distance signees for Racer Track
and Field and Cross Country.
With a 1,500m best of 4:56.
Chebet will look to contend for a
podium place at both the indoor
and outdoor championships.
"We are really excited to add a
student-athlete of Purity's ability
to our team. She could have an
imtnediate impact on our prograin and will be a great addition
to an already strong training
group." said Swieton.
Mutai holds an 18:30 best in
the 5K, something that excited
Coach Swieton. It was after
learning of her lineage however,
that she was sold on her potential. "It is great to welcome Ida to
Murray," said Swieton. "She is
the
cousin
of
former
RacerCarolyne Tanui. We couldn't be happier to add another
great student-athlete from such a
great family."
Tonia Pratt will now have two
new Racers looking to take
down her records in Christina
Meinhardt and Jessenia Ellis.
"Tonia leaves pretty big shoes to
fill, and in time, I'm confident
Coach Kielser will have them
atop the podium just as she was
upon graduation." Swieton com•
mented.
Meinhardt, a thrower from
Illinois, comes in ranked as one
of the state's best shot put and
discus competitors. A finalist in
both events at this year's state
meet, she holds personal best
marks of 41 feet in the shot and
133 feet in the discus, both good
enough to place at this year's
OVC Championships. Coach
Kiesler gave much praise to the
incoming freshman's ability.
"Christina has a work ethic
second to none. The ability to
help us in two events makes her
an invaluable addition to the
team," said Kiesler.
Rounding-out the freshman
class is Jessenia Ellis. A high
school teammate of Brimlett.
Ellis will work with Coach
Kiesler to show why she was one
of the best throwers in Missouri.
"Jessenia has improved greatly
over her four years in high
school," said Kiesler.
"She has proven to be very
knowledgeable in the throwing
events. We hope with the addition of the hammer she can help
our team in all three events."
Discus is Ellis' specialty,
where she has a best of 1384"
and will look to improve on her
407" shot put best as well.
"What's really good about this
year's class of ladies is that they
cover all facets of track and field
and cross country. They can
make an immediate impact on
the success and future of the program," Swieton concluded about
this year's signing class. "We're
extremely excited about our
newest additions to the Racer
family."•

MURRAY COUNTRY ClUB

Burks win Kings and Queens golf scramble
Special to the Ledger
The team of Josh and Sarah
Burks eagled the first hole of a
three-team playoff to win the
championship flight in the
Kings and Queens golf scramble
at the Murray Country Club
June 27-28.
The Burks team had shot a 6363-126 to tie with David and
Linda Brann and Brad and Jenny
Clendenen in the two-day event.
Fourth place went to Roy
Cothran and Sherri Heeke at
132. T. J. Hargrove and Becky
English took fifth place with a
134 score.
Howie Crittenden and Kathy
McNutt shot a 67-70-137 to win

the first flight. Four teams tied
for second place with a 139
score. Using the scorecard
countback. James and Shirley
Traylor finished second with
Brian and Debbi Bard taking
third place.
Fourth place went to the Ron
Underwood team while the team
of Donnie McNight and Cheryl
Brandige was fifth.
In the second flight. Bobbi and
Kenneth Harris shot a 146 to tie
with Larry and Cyndi Pyle and
won first place in a countback.
Ford and Kay Branch tied with
Randy and Vickie Boggess for
third and won third place in a
countback.
Martin and Cathy Duff won

the third flight with a 154 score.
Two strokes back in second was
the team of James and Dot
Fleming.
David and Sherri Boyd took
third with a 157 total. Rob
Gingles and Jennifer Hill tied
with John and Patsy Brandon for
fourth place.
The longest drive contest was
one by Sherri Heeke and Raz
Villanova. Closest to the pin
honors went to Faye Brundige
and Mike Adams.
A total of 58 teams participated in the annual event, according to golf pro and tournament
director Mau Judge.
For more information, contact
the pro shop at 270-753-5083. 111

II Wimbledon Tuesday...
From Page 10
ranked 69th, in a rematch of
sorts. Sock and Pospisil eliminated Groth and Sergiy
Stakhovsky in the first round of
doubles on Monday.
Querrey meets 170th-ranked
qualifier Igor Sisling of the
Netherlands, while Smyczek
plays
30th-seeded
Fabio
Fognini of Italy, a volatile sort
who was fined $27,500 last year
at Wimbledon for outbursts during a victory.
Three of the four U.S. men
who were in action Monday
won: 17th-seeded John Isner,
52nd-ranked Steve Johnson and
105th-ranked wild-card entry
Denis Kudla, who eliminated
28th-seeded Pablo Cuevas.

Here's what else is happening
Tuesday at Wimbledon:
GRASS-COURT CHAMPS
With the extra week added to
the schedule after the French
Open, there were five grasscourt tournaments leading up to
Wimbledon, and the five men
who won those titles play firstround matches Tuesday. That
includes past Wimbledon champions Roger Federer, Rafael
Nadal and Andy Murray, along
with wild-card entry Nicolas
Mahut and Denis lstomin. In the
Open era of professional tennis,
which dates to 1968, only 14
times has the winner of a tuneup
tournament gone on to win
Wimbledon.

NADAL'S RECENT WOES
From 2006 to 2011,Nadal participated in Wimbledon five
times (he skipped 2009 because
of a knee injury), and reached
the final each time. He lost to
Federer in the 2006 and 2007
title matches, beat him in 2008,
beat Tomas Berdych in 2010,
then lost to Novak Djokovic in
2011. And since? He lost in the
second round in 2012, in the
first in 2013, and the fourth last
year. Seeded 10th this time
around, Nadal plays his opening
match against 42nd-ranked
Thomas Bellucci of Brazil.
Nadal has won all four matches,
and all 11 sets, they've played in
the past against each other.•

Grand Slam. "Hasn't been done
that often. But then again, she's
done a lot of things that haven't
been done that often."
Venus Williams, whose seven
Grand Slam titles include five at
Wimbledon,could say the same
about
herself,
including
Monday's 6-0, 6-0 victory over
36th-ranked Madison Brengle
of the U.S.
It was the first so-called "double bagel" at the All England
Club in six years — No. 14
Andrea Petkovic added another
later against Shelby Rogers of

the U.S. — and first for the elder
Williams on a grass court since
her first match on the surface,
back in 1997.
"I don't remember that match."
she said. "I'm sure I enjoyed it."
If she and her sister can each
win twice more this week, they
would face each other Monday
in the fourth round. That would
be their first Grand Slam meeting since Serena won the 2009
Wimbledon final, and their earliest matchup at a major in a
decade. •

•Tennis...
From Page 10
self-styled "Serena Slam" of
four major titles in a row,something she pulled off in 2002-03.
"It's definitely historic, I
guess. But it's also six matches
away," Williams said. "It's definitely not guaranteed."
And she would head to the
U.S. Open with a chance to
become the. first player since
Steffi Graf in 1988 to win all
four majors in a single season.
"It's a pretty good chance,"
Williams' older sister, Venus,
said about the prospect of a true
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"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

Starting at

Celebrate July the 4th with us!

$299900

Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Open Sun., Tues., Wed. & Thurs. 8 a.m.-8 p.m. • Fri. & Sat. 8 a.m.-9 p.m.
Closed Monday
270-436-5496
Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
www.cypreassprIngsreaort.com
Still Owned 4 Operated by the Williams Family

Mow with an Attitude.
MURRAY HOME & AUTo
Chpstnut St.• Murray. KY • 270-753-2571
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III RAIDS Online...
From Front

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times photos

Murray State University Police Interim Chief Roy Dunaway said his department has found the
RAIDS Online program very useful since implementing it in 2013. However, he did admit that
he would like to see way more agencies throughout Kentucky adopt it the way MSU police and
the Calloway County Sheriff's Office have. Calloway began its program last week.

Fern Terrace....your personal care home...
preazde dual, wit% diree•cd4

U

1505 Stadium View Dr. • Murray, Ky
www.temterrace.com • 270-759-1883

REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS

000 Wrather Road • Almo, KY
Country living at its' finest. 8+ acres located on a
quiet country corner lot just a few minutes from town
Possibilities are endless with the property. Build your
dream home, start that hobby farm you always wanted, or farm row crops! NILS #80767 S54,900

270.753.9999
See this property and many more
at www.sbgproperty.com

"I'm very pleased that Sheriff
Steger and his people have
decided to adopt this program,
and we speak of it every time
we're allowed the opportunity
to do it, particularly at conferences."
Dunaway in particular emphasized the timely nature of
receiving information
via
RAIDS Online. He said most
local agencies have a program
called Comstat, which does
track activity quite well.
However, he said some of the
information with Comstat can
be much as a week old.
-By that time, most ciiminals
have moved on to a different
area," he said."We can actually
use algorithms and pie charts to
plot not only where things are
happening on campus, but we
can also narrow it down to what
time of day things are happening. And we check it daily."
RAIDSOnline uses color coding to allow a user to track specific types of crimes. As Steger
was sitting at his computer
Thursday, he said he was quickly gaining a good feel for the
program and how it works.
"Let's say I take a theft report
from a crime that happens in,
say. Kirksey or Almo. That goes
into the big computer they have
in Frankfort, enabling this program to pull in that information," Steger said as he proceeded to ask the program to show
theft activity in the northern part
of the county.
"You can limit the search to
whatever type of crime you
want, or you expand it to
include as many types of crimes
as you want to see. It's colorcoded,so you're able to separate
them pretty easily.
"Let's go back to theft again.
If you want to see how many
thefts are
happening in
Calloway County, or specifically, how many are happening in
your own neighborhood, all you
have to do is click on a dot, and
it will gibe you the description
of the crime, time of day it happened and its current status."
Steger and Nicky Knight,
chief deputy for the Calloway
County Sheriff's Office, said the
program, a national service
launched several years ago,does
not give specific addresses
where incidents have occurred.
This is to allow for a level of
protection for the victims.
"It's designed to give you a

Calloway County Sheriff Sam Steger, left, demonstrates the
RAIDS Online program with CCSO Chief Deputy Nicky
Knight and CCSO TAC Officer Nathan Baird, right, last week
at the CCSO office in Murray.

Murray State University Police Interim Chief Roy Dunaway
said his department finds the pie charts and graphics of the
RAIDS Online program to its liking.
general idea of where things
have happened. Really and
truly, though,chances are if you
live in a certain area where
something did happen, you're
already going to know the
homeowner anyway," Knight
said.
Nathan Baird, CCSO's TAC
officer, said another advantage
the office is attempting to incorporate into the program is the
ability for users to leave tips on
possible suspects.
"This is also something you
can use on your phone, and provided the law enforcement of
the town you're visiting is
included with the program, you
can find out the daily, weekly
and monthly crime activity in
the town you're going to be visiting for vacation. All you'll
have to do is type in the zip
code, but again,that town has to

Send a

THANK YOU
To everyone who attended and/or contributed to

the recent Benefit for the Carter Family:
more than you
can ever know. Thank you from the bottom of our hearts.

Your support and generosity is appreciated
The Carter Family
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Jane Doe
On what would have been your 60th
anniversary, and every day, we cherish
our memories of you.
Love, Steve and Joan

200 words or 150 words with picture
(2x8 ad size)

PRICES!

Even though fire years have gone by, you are still
remembered - because we still love you and miss you.
Sadly missed by your children

$49
Add color & picture for $10
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be online with the program,"
Baird said.
Currently, CCSO and MSU
police are among only 10
Kentucky law enforcement
agencies connected with RAIDS
Online. In fact, of those 10,four
are centered in far-western
Kentucky
when
the
Madisonville and Cadiz police
departments are included.
No login required for users of
the program and no subscription
fee is imposed either.
"I don't understand why it's
taking so long for this to really
gain footing in Kentucky,"
Dunaway said. "I'm one of
these types that likes to be progressive and use the latest in
equipment and technology,
because I think it helps you be a
better department. Hopefully
that will change in the future."

Report: Salato manager
drowns near Myrtle Beach
GARDEN CITY, S.C. (AP)
— A Kentucky woman has
drowned while swimming over
the weekend near Myrtle
Beach.
Horry County Chief Deputy
Coroner Tamara Willard tells
area media outlets that 52-yearold
Laurie
Davison of
Lexington, Kentucky, was
pulled from the ocean at
Garden City on Sunday morning.
She was pronounced dead at
a nearby hospital shortly after
10 a.m.
Davison was manager of
Salato Wildlife Education
Center in Frankfort. Kentucky,
the Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources'
signature wildlife education
facility. She had served in the
post for more than 15 years.
The agency said Davison
built the center into one of the
most visited attractions in
Frankfort, with more than
100,000 visitors a year. She
also attracted volunteer workers who built and maintained
exhibits and became supporters
of the center. II

Ton Crier
NOTICE
• The East Calloway
Elementary School Site Base
Decision Making Council will
meet
at
8:30
a.m
Wednesday in the teacher's
lounge of the campus, 1169
Pottertown Road. Agenda
items
include: Approve
budget, election of vice
chair/secretary, staffing and
student projection, ESS/PD
money allocation and a
closed session for consultation.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.
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